The calculations were first conducted by two reaction schemes: the full GRI-Mech 3.0 and its revised version obtained by simply removing all the reactions and species related to NO X formation. It was found that there is almost no recognized difference in the predicted soot volume fraction profiles between the results obtained by the two reaction schemes for all the three flames. Therefore the formation of NO X almost does not affect the soot production and oxidation in these flames. Consequently the rest of the paper concentrates on the influence of soot on NO emission. All the results hereafter were obtained by the full GRI-Mech 3.0 reaction scheme.
The predicted soot volume fractions are compared with those measured by [2] in Fig. 1 . The global axial velocity gradient in the experiment is the same as the stretch rate (27.5 1/s) in the simulations. The stagnation planes of both experiment and simulations are at X = 0.0 cm in all the plots. The fuel stream comes from the right side, and the oxidant stream from the left side. It is observed that the simulation captured the general soot characteristics in these flames.
Soot may affect NO emission through the variations of radiation induced temperatures and the reaction induced radical concentrations, i.e. effects of thermal and chemical reaction. To identify these effects, three simulations were conducted for every flame. The first simulation (SIM1) was conducted by including both NO X and soot in the model, while the inception and surface growth rates of soot were set as zero in the second (SIM2) and third (SIM3) simulations for every flame. In addition, the temperatures of SIM2 were kept the same as those in SIM1, and were calculated in SIM3. Therefore the result difference between SIM1 and SIM2 is mainly caused by chemical reaction effect of soot, while the difference between SIM2 and SIM3 is mainly caused by the radiation induced thermal 
Conclusions
The NO emission has almost no effect on soot in counterflow ethylene diffusion flames. When the oxygen index of the oxidant stream is lower, the relative influence of chemical reaction caused by soot production on NO formation is more important, while the relative influence of radiation induced thermal effect becomes dominant for the flame with higher oxygen index in the oxidant stream. The variation of the relative influence of thermal and chemical reaction is caused by the variations in soot volume fraction and the relative contribution of thermal and prompt routes to NO formation in the flame. [2] .
represents the oxygen index. 
